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I. Introduction
The use of digital systems is on increase in nuclear industry in recent years. Therefore, the importance
of software verification and validation (V&V) is more emphasized in view of the nuclear safety.
Inspection is widely believed to be an effective software V&V technique. However, software inspection is
labor-intensive. In order to promote the application of software inspection, the authors have been
developing a software inspection support tool, SIS-RT. SIS-RT is designed to partially automate the
software inspection process so that the burden of software inspection may be reduced. SIS-RT also
supports requirement traceability analysis, which is considered as one of important activities of software
V&V. SIS-RT has four features; a document analysis, a traceability analysis, a formal analysis and an
inspection meeting support. Though formal methods, such as Statechart [1], CPN [2], RSML [3], and
SCR [4], are also considered as an effective V&V harness, they are not easy to be used properly in
nuclear fields because of their mathematical nature. However, formal specification can lessen
requirements errors by reducing ambiguity and imprecision and by clarifying instances of inconsistency
and incompleteness. Therefore, this work suggests an integrated approach with inspection and formal
methods in order to support easy inspection and effective use of formal specification method. This
approach is expected to be a more effective requirement specification and analysis method in nuclear
fields.

II. Approach for Easy Inspection and Effective Use of Formal Method
It is very difficult that requirement analyzer understands design documents written in natural language
at once and then specifies software requirements from them formally. It is also difficult to assure the
quality of the specification. This is because of the difference of domain knowledge between designer and

analyzer. Thus it is very important to fill this gap. Design documents written in natural language is mostly
of large amount. It needs much time and efforts that analyzer understands and formally specifies the
documents.
Using a software inspection support tool which fills the gap between natural language documents
phase and formal specification phase, the approach proposed in this study helps a user perform easier
inspection and compose formal specification efficiently. Figure 1 shows schematic diagram of the
approach proposed in this study.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the approach
Phase 1 is inspection supporting to increase quality of the design documents written in natural
language. As mentioned before, SIS-RT supports various V&V activity based on Fagan Inspection [5].
SIS-RT is a PC-based application designed for use by anyone who needs to manage requirements. A
desirable attribute of inspections is rigor. Using computers to support the process helps provide this rigor,
and improves the repeatability of the inspection process. Repeatability is essential if feedback from the
process is to be used to improve it. In phase 1, SIS-RT can support easier inspection for user [6].
In phase 2, the document analysis feature of SIS-RT enables the effective transition into formal
specification. Since it is difficult to generate a formal specification from a natural language document
directly, it is necessary to extract useful information from design documents. SIS-RT supports the
structural analysis of documents. Through the document analysis, we can obtain a refined document for
formal specification and this document will be very useful to analyzer. The structure type from the
analysis results is affected by formal methods that the analyzer uses for software requirements
specification. For example, SCR-style SRS, composed by AECL, consists of Functional Overview
Diagram (FOD) and Structured Decision Table (SDT). In this case, the structure type should be useful to
draw FOD and SDT. With an Input-Process-Output structure type, the authors have successfully drawn
FOD and SDT using SIS-RT.

III. Conclusions
Through the proposed approach, we can minimize some difficulties caused by the difference on
domain knowledge between designer and analyzer. Furthermore, we can apply formal specification
method more efficiently. There is, however, no formal specification method to be applied generally to
nuclear fields and thus we cannot suggest generic structure type for the structural analysis. Now, we are

developing a formal specification method that can be used friendly in NPP software fields. Through
further development efforts, SIS-RT will turn out to be a unique and promising software V&V tool.
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